target was a Gaussian function (σ = 1.0°) with an outer boundary at a diameter of 6.0° (i.e., the same as in the main experiment: RMS contrast = 11.58%) and that of the mixed-edge target was the same Gaussian function (σ = 1.0°) with a hard boundary at a diameter of 3.0° (RMS contrast = 10.91%). The speed of the texture and edge motions were 12.50 cm/s. The experimental procedure was the same as that used in the main experiment. The times at which the responses to rightward and leftward targets significantly diverged (i.e., adjustment response onset: p < .01 larger responses were induced by shifting the soft-and hard-edge targets, respectively. Thus, the fact that the negative deflection occurred immediately after the mean response onset suggests that the hard-edge target motion contains a larger signal to trigger a manual response than the soft-edge target.
